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 RED TOMATO VARIETIES 
 

BALL’S BEEFSTEAK: The perfect sandwich tomato. These are luscious big and beautiful tomatoes with 
sensational, old-fashioned flavor. They grow 8-12 oz. globe-shaped fruit.                       HYBRID - DR -76 DTM 
 
BETTER BOY: Summer classic. Huge, tasty, red, smooth skin fruit with balanced flavor makes a great 
tasting slicing tomato. Thrives in most climates. High yielding, up to 1 lb.                     HYBRID -DR -72 DTM  
 
BLOODY BUTCHER*: Rich heirloom flavor and ready to pick in only 8 weeks. Deep red color inside and 
out. Plants yield five to nine 3-4 oz. fruits per bunch. It produces until frost.                      HEIRLOOM – 55 DTM 
 
BOXCAR WILLIE: Abundant good-sized, smooth reddish-orange tomatoes. Excellent taste, good for a 
variety of uses. Prolific throughout a long season. Weighs 6-10 oz.                             HEIRLOOM - DR- 80 DTM  
 
CLINT EASTWOOD’S ROWDY RED*: Robust bold flavor with plenty of acid and earthy nuances. 
Produces lots of 2” round deep red fruit with firm juicy flesh. Weighs 6-10 oz.             OP -DR – 78 DTM 
 
CRIMSON CARMELLO: Beautiful red juicy tomatoes will satisfy all your tomato fantasies. The sweet to 
acid balance translates to a perfect tasting tomato. Big 4”-5” round fruits.                        HYBRID – DR -70 DTM  
 
EARLY GIRL: Favorite early summer tomato. Great slicing tomato. Dependable, large harvest of firm, 
flavorful, 4-6 oz. fruit. Proven variety that performs well in almost any climate.            HYBRID –DR -52 DTM  
 
RUTGERS 250*: A Jersey tomato classic, reminiscent of the original Rutgers. Good acid to sugar 
balance. Good red color, large, slightly flattened round shape. Weighs 6 -7 1/2 oz.         HYBRID -D -74 DTM 
 
 
 

UNUSUAL COLORED TOMATO VARIETIES 
 
BLACK BEAUTY*: World’s darkest tomato.  Blue-black skin with deep red flesh is among the best tasting 
tomatoes. Flavor is savory with rich earthy under tones. Cross between Indigo Apple and Berkeley 
Tie-Dye.  Weighs 10-14 oz.                               HYBRID – 80 DTM 
 
BLACK KRIM: Unusual tomato combines bold smoky flavor, good texture with unusual appearance. 
Deep red/brown with green shoulder gets darker with more sun. Weighs 8-16 oz.          HEIRLOOM - 80 DTM  
 
CHEROKEE PURPLE: Unique variety. Dusky rose color with dark shoulders. Flesh ranges from purple to 
brown to green. Flattened globe shaped 8-12 oz. fruit, full of flavor.                               HEIRLOOM -72 DTM 
  
CHOCOLATE STRIPES: Show Stopper! Beautiful mahogany-colored 3”-6” tomatoes with dark olive 
green striping. Rich earthy flavor on a very productive plant. Weighs up to 1 lb.                         OP - 80 DTM  
 
GREEN ZEBRA: Unusual chartreuse green 3-4 oz. tomatoes with deep lime-green stripes. Fruit’s flesh is 
bright green, with sweet taste and a sharp bite finish. Great in salads.                      HEIRLOOM -72 DTM  
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UNUSUAL COLORED TOMATO VARIETIES cont. 
JAUNE FLAMME: French heirloom whose taste is a hearty blend of sweet and tart. Good producer of 
beautiful deep orange fruit, borne on trusses. Multi use 3-4 oz. tomato.                   HEIRLOOM – 70-80 DTM 
 
KELLOG’S BREAKFAST: Pale-orange color beefsteak type tomato. Fruit has good flavor and is quite 
meaty with few seeds, and a sweet tangy flavor. Weighs up to 1 lb.                              HEIRLOOM - 80 DTM 
 
MARVEL STRIPE: A favorite bicolored tomato because of its beauty, size, and great taste. Extra large 
yellow/orange fruits are streaked with ruby red. Weighs 1-2 lbs.                                   HEIRLOOM  - 85 DTM  
 
SUMMER OF LOVE: Beautiful red, green and yellow multi-colored exterior and interior up to 1 lb. fruits. 
Improved Berkeley Tie-Dye variety with great flavor, a larger yield, and ripens earlier.       HYBRID -75 DTM 
 
 
 

PASTE & SAUCE TOMATO VARIETIES 
 

BIG MAMA: Enormous size and flavor. Makes delicious, thick, creamy sauces.  Plum-shaped, meaty 
8-10 oz. fruit, up to 3”x5”. Easy to peel after parboiling, has very few seeds.                       HYBRID - 80 DTM   
 
 

GLADIATOR*: Size matters! A champion ‘Roma’ tomato with unbeatable vigor, flavor, aroma and yield. 
Up to 8 oz. fruit good for paste, sauce and soup. Resistant to Blossom End Rot.      HYBRID – DR – 72 DTM 
 
PATIO PASTE: Cook’s garden favorite. Can be a container plant, will grow larger when planted in the 
ground. Bold, full flavor, with dense flesh, few seeds, elongated 2-3 oz. fruit.             HYBRID – DR - 72 DTM 
 
ROMA: Popular old favorite. Can be a container plant. Prized for tomato paste and sauces. Produces 
large harvest of meaty, bright red, 3” long egg-shaped tomatoes with few seeds.        HEIRLOOM–D–75 DTM 
 
SUPER SAN MARZANO: Favorite for Italian sauces. Improved San Marzano. Prolific bright red, 1”x 5” 
teardrop shape fruits prized for canning, exceptional flavor, and meaty texture.                         OP -70 DTM 
 
 
 

CHERRY TOMATO VARIETIES – RAINBOW COLORS 
 

 
BARRY’S CRAZY CHERRY*: Huge clusters of pale yellow, oval shaped cherry fruits. Sweet flavor with 
big harvest potential. Perfect addition to your cherry tomato collection.                         HYBRID - 75 DTM 
 
BLACK CHERRY: Truly black cherry with classic black tomato flavor, sweet yet rich and complex. 
Irresistibly delicious. Unique addition to the color spectrum of cherry tomatoes.            HEIRLOOM - 65 DTM 

 

BLUSH: Beautiful bright yellow tomato has red blush marbling stripes appearing on elongated tomatoes. 
Excellent sweet, fruity flavor. Great mixed with other Artisan tomatoes.                        OP-70 DTM 
 
RAPUNZEL: Just like its fairy tale namesake, these sweet, bright red cherry tomatoes grow on extra long 
cascading trusses with up to 40 tomatoes per truss. Produces all season long.             HYBRID – 70 DTM 
 
SUN GOLD: Sweet, bright golden orange cherry tomatoes. Vigorous plants start yielding early and 
continue through the season. You will want to eat these right off the vine like candy.  HYBRID – DR - 57 DTM 
 
SUPER SWEET 100: Scarlet red, sweet cherry-sized fruits are produced on long clusters right up to frost. 
Plant produces in a wide variety of climates, and is drought and heat tolerant.             HYBRID –DR-70 DTM   


